
29th of June 2016, 18:00 CEST

Present: Kate, Masha, Milan, Vahid, Petra, Kaca
Excused: Julian

Moderation: Petra
Minutes: Kaca

Projects

Current

Reclaim the City
The event went well. Participants were happy and we got positive feedback from the pax and the 
educational advisor. As results we now have 16 new members for WGs and series of articles published on 
AlterUrb blog. We are not that far away from the objectives achieved. And also we had 4 participants 
from Russia that are postential members of the RUMB WG. 

I know, therefore I act!
Report is progressing for EYF, we are gathering filled in questionarees by the participants. Julian is 
preparing a toolkit. Digital [x] WG has come up with a plan for the methods database, a lot of work needs
to be done for the database. 

Future projects
Digital [x] seminar "Digitised security: How to read the surveillance discourse and fight it!"
We will be organizing a seminar which will happen in Bosnia and Herzegovina. Revolt, CDN MO is 
looking for potential local partners. Call for Prep-Team will be published in December, and seminar is 
going to be organised in April. 

Study Session in Budapest - "Think global, learn international, act local"
We got confirmation for the project. The condition is: The organizers should reflect in enagaging 
participants before the study session in assessing the impact of the international youth activities on their 
work in so far, as well as defining together the needs at local level and exploring understanding of the role
of international youth work within CDN.

Annual Working Plan - Alter Urb WG.
AlterUrb WG will start working on a project application. The main task of the WG will be to set the clear 
aims and sensful activities we should include in the project.

Working Groups
Digital [x] - Looking for partners for the digital [x] seminar, still choosing a logo and working on the 
methods database.

Gender - New members joined. One of them working on article which will be published on CDN 
webpage.

RUMB - There are two projects the WG will be involved. Kate, Vahid and Petra are working on these 
projects. 

AlterUrb - Many new members joined the WG after the StS "Reclaim the City". The working group 
starts defining its aims and objectives as well as working on the future projects.

Migration - Had its first meeting, members introduced themselves to each other. Members were 
introduced to CDN and its aims, also future activities and tasks were discussed. 



Regional Cooperation and MOs

Balkans
Milan and Petra are working on Study Visit to Kosovo this October. And also CDN is going to hold 
Balkan Regional Meeting on 26th of July. 

Caucasus
Together with our MO Georgian YG we're planing to have Caucasus Regional Meeting this October. 
Email sent to Caucasian MOs for choosing the topic. During the StS in Budapest Milan and Masha from 
EC side and Kaca from office side had a meeting with MIL Network (Azerbaijan). Masha and Kaca are 
going for Study Visit to Azerbaijan, to meet MIL network members and conduct trainings. 

RUMB
Petra, Vahid and Kate are working on the projects in Ukraine and Belarus. CDN is going to hold "Green 
Training" for different environmentalist organisations in Ukraine. 

The Next Live EC Meeting

to be planned for 16,17th July

Political Platform
the process explanation is sent to the MOs

Visibility 
The call for visibility team member will be sent soon


